A computer-based operation system for a cyclotron which assists inexperienced operators has been developed. Cyclotron start-up operations require dozens of adjustable parameters to be finely tuned to maximize extracted beam current. The human interfaces of the system provide a visual environment designed to enhance beam parameter adjustments.
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First, the mental model of operators is analyzed. It is supposed to be composed of five partial mental models: beam behavior model, feasible setting regions model, parameter sensitivity model, parameter mutual relation model, and status map model.
Next, based on these models, three visual interfaces are developed, i.e.,
Beam trajectory is rapidly calculated and graphically displayed whenever the operators change the cyclotron parameters. Search traces, being a historical visual map of beam current values, are superimposed on the FSRs. Finally, to evaluate system effectiveness, the search time required to reach maximum beam current conditions was measured. In addition, system operability was evaluated using written questionnaires. Results of the experiment showed that the search time to reach specific beam conditions was reduced by approximately 65% using these interfaces. The written questionnaires survey showed the operators highly evaluate system operability. CERN 80-04, 129/195 (1978) 19) S. Okumura, et al.: Control System of JAERI Cyclotron, Proc. of 8th Symp. on Accelerator Science and Technology, 356/358 (1991) 
